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About This Content

HP-replenishing items of varying power including:

"Medical Set B" - Health Capsule x3, Health Capsule+ x2, Anti-Poison x2, Life Pack

Make use of these items in battle or view them at the Generator menu.
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Title: Lost Dimension: Medical Set B
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card
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Micromanagement Hell.

If you like that sort of thing, you're going to love this game.

Produce only one unit at a time. Must configure each unit you produce individually. Must manually assign individual workers to
various tasks, even if workers are standing around idly. This is especially bad when you go to build new buildings. Once workers
are done with a task, they're idle, which is fine as I expect to have idle workers ... to automatically do the next do-once task that
pops up. Workers can not be assigned to a task via assigning them to a building. Workers seem to be unable to repair buildings.
You're expected to manually heal individual units on the battlefield during combat.

What I was expecting was something more along the lines of Spellforce. What I got was something where everyone acts like
they're chess pieces.

Like I said, if this is your thing, you'll have a blast. But it's not mine. Ugh.

And yes, we all know you micromanager nutters are out there. "What's this? That soldier will stand around and get shot unless I
tell him to shoot back? (Cums a little in his pants) Oooh, yeah, baby! I LOVE THIS GAME!". Clockwork is unbelievably
beautiful. It is a puzzle platformer and deserves that title. Within the first (very short) 20 levels you will get stuck. The puzzles
involve climbing, jumping, levers and valves, and a bit of timed cloning. You can jump back in time watching yourself repeating
what you already did.
You will get stuck for two reasons. A) because you need to adjust your timing, your order of operation or your solution in
general. B) The controls.
B) is the reason, why I don't go on playing. The world is cool, the story is promising, and it is a shame that I don't have the time
or nerve to deal with the clonky (pun intended, cause it's a steampunk look, understand?) controls, that cost me several tries until
utter frustration.
If you can deal with frustration much better than I can, Clockwork is for you.

Follow my curator at https://store.steampowered.com/curator/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness/. Kids liked it very much.. A
very fine game, even if the visuals are very very simple. With static images, I would expect better visuels, but in the end - thats
not what the game is about. Its part puzzle, part risk/reward management. Rolling dice each turn to determin your options, then
resolving those options in the most efficient way possible. You must keep your food flowing, or you will be unable to do much
with your dice, but you also have to think about defense, while at the same time upgrading your dice to gain more control over
the random elements.

Each time you win, you play the same game again, but with fewer turns to reach your goal. The path to victory changes a bit
each time, as does a few bonuses. The map also changes, but I find this to be of minor importance, as I love building roads.

After a few games it gets a bit boring and repetative, but this only lasts a few hours, as I find myself draw back to this simple,
yet well crafted game.

There are so many ways that this game could be expanded, with new challenges, more variety between missions and unique
challenges. I hope the devs will look into this, to keep me comming back for another swing with my axe, out there on the acres..
This game looked pretty promising to me because it's metroidvania, but it really falls short of fun for me. The music is pretty
awesome for the game(probably the best part). For the the graphics and cutscenes they look pretty nice but the overall level
design and sprite design are just totally abysmal in quality, especially the background. I hate the controls and there does not see
o be a way to change the controls so im stuck with the awkward controls that are preset into the game. Overall i would have
enjoyed it if someone could actually draw better and there were options to change the controls. Im sure whoever made this game
did put alot of effort into this game and i commend them for doing so. Don't take this as me just gouging your game for every
little thing. To sum this up the game borders on not recommended but i will say try this game yourself and support this
developer.
. A sublime blend of speed and style with a thumping soundtrack.
Would not hesitate to recommend to fans of F-Zero , Wipeout , Thumper and
arcade racers that require skill.. This game is a great new take on the XCOM style of gameplay. It has a decent variety of units
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and a few interesting maps. The developers are extremely friendly and active in their discord channel, and with continued
support I can see this game staying enjoyable for a long time as it has a great amount of depth. And for 20 dollars, its a great
price.. I get why people don't like the length but frankly if you're super good at puzzles, then yeah, perhaps the 3 dollars will
crush someone's checking account. I'm not that great at them and so me and my friend spent an hour looking around on things
and solved it. They're medium-strength puzzles for 3 bucks a piece. Lots of detail, good sound, and perhaps it's my age, but it's
easily worth it. It's more fun with friends I believe.. CHUTIYA GAME HAI !!!
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New single player content, and more importantly in my opinion, more multiplayer maps.. I'm really torn on whether to
recommend or not. It's super fun and charming, but I would wait until it's on sale. It takes 2h to complete the main game, maybe
a couple more if you want to 100%. But with no reason to replay levels more than once and no real challenge or skill involved
there's no replayability. The concept is really playful and interesting but I don't feel like it's utilized in the best way.
Bottom line is I like this game a lot but it either needs more of a challenge than swiping your mouse across 2 minute levels or
needs to be cheaper.. It a real good game still has some bugs thou (as of date of this review). Picked up the game with the DLC,
overall its been a fun experience. However, I've run into a game breaking bug that I have not found a solution to. Scanner map
screen becomes non-interactable and all of my quickslot items on the left-side bar disappeared on two separate playthroughs
(being able to create multiple save points within the same campaign would solve this problem). Cannot move or leave the
derelict. Reloading my save does nothing. The frequency with which this bug occurs makes the game unplayable and therefore I
cannot recommend in the current state.. Good ole shmup fun. I am still working on Normal mode at this time, and I am loving
every moment of it. The weapon upgrade system gives you some learning curve\/fun making you figure out which works best
for each level\/enemy. There are moments where you have to quickly navigate through small areas while avoiding smashing into
stuff\/getting blasted into scraps. \\m\/ (=_=) \\m\/ The Music gets me pumped, and the SFX are choice. The game isn't that
long, but the harder difficulties give it decent replayability. I love this game. Classic Game Room Sent me.
SATAAAZIUUUUUS!. Pretty cool experience. Controls are not the greatest. Improving the graphics\/textures would be nice.
Other than that it was fun roaming through this historical airship. It really shows what VR has in store for the future as far as
eductional experiences go. There are other places to go and see than just the airship, including a mini hangar-museum that
details what this airship was all about. Pretty rad.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8nOoSgq7xMs. Motion sickness: The Game. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vbcOTwpqAqI&feature=youtu.be

I can tell there is a lot of love poured into this game.
I can see a bunch of fairly interesting ideas stitched together.
I can also see a bunch of issues just in the first area.
Tutorial is intrusive and not intuitive.
Combat controls are strange, and poorly explained, especially the spell casting.
Several CTD's on entering fighting space.
Level design makes little sense. I felt like there are a bunch of paths placed there without thought as to why.
I also don't understand why I can Zelda attack things but then have a final fantasy style combat section.
Anyway, there might be something here if you are willing to overlook the many odd and buggy choices.
. A neat, short indie game. Great for a lazy sunday in the couch.
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